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Senior Driver Programs 

"Age is not a disabler at idrivesafety." 
 
 

Idrivesafety developed a comprehensively different approach in assisting Seniors to 
retain their Licence for significantly longer than previously thought & also regain their Licence. 

 
  Idrivesafety has a proven history with significantly more success than the instruction 

industry has ever been able to achieve. Research driven Senior driver education programs. 
 

Research shows seniors were never taught a process for each road user interaction. 
Having many many years of experience is not an asset when your brain because of aging or 
following a medical issue has difficulties recalling a memory that was never there in the first 
place, short term vs long term recall. 

 
The brain will not recall a process that it was never initially taught as a process from long 

term memory. Just because I do it every day does not mean I know it enough to self-teach it as 
a set of actions. Each road user interaction is managed as a process, this enables the brain to 
self-teach and self-calibrate, "I cannot do what I cannot say" 

 
Idrivesafety Senior clients have the most successful return 
to driving results in Australia. 

Driving is not rocket science, it is just a set of processes that the brain can learn or 
relearn and automate when the delivery methodology is managed with idrivesafety 5-star 
Driver Education Programs & Australia’s most advanced and successful coaches 

 
Empowering, challenging & solution driven. the problem is not the solution so let’s 

focus on the solution.  
 

Call: 1800 956 999.   
 
Module 5 Road law, unlocking the 6 most misunderstood road laws used daily. 
Module 12 Position on road a variable requiring CPA 
Module 15 Timing construct a significant driver benefit when interacting with road users   
Module 16+17+18 Cross Road process, significant crash reduction levels 1,2 and 3  
Module 21+22 lane changing, don't wait till there is no one around. 
Module 23+24 Traffic lights High Risk Management  
Module 25 Continuous management forward planning, 
Module 26+27+28 Roundabouts are a process not a shape.  
Module 33 Managing Road user interactions, manage don't worry!  
Module 40 High crash risk Freeway & Country roads 
Module 48 Senior driver programs, keeping seniors driving longer and safer!   
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